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ABSTRACT 

The electricity energy contains a Brobdingnagian vary of 
applications in varied fields like; electricity generation, refrigeration, air-
con, specific heating/cooling, medicine devices etc. thanks to its 
straightforward construction and mechanism, movability, need DC 
provide to run etc. This analysis paper completely reviews the recent 
development and analysis work meted out by several researchers on 
electricity energy applications in areas such as; power generation, 
refrigeration, device cooling etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

World’s energy demand is endlessly increasing day by day and convention supply of energy have 
restricted stock. Also, typical sources of energy have several problems with carbon emission; it's main 
explanation for warming. The electricity (TE) system is sort of appropriate because of its renewable energy 
feature (means no carbon emission) and eco-friendly behaviour. Emissions of greenhouse gases square 
measure increasing globally as a result of continuous increase in demand of electricity, heating and cooling, 
refrigeration and air con etc. solely inexperienced technologies like wind generation, solar energy and 
different renewable energy sources will management the emission of greenhouse gases and play necessary 
role for property development. several countries are attempting to regulate emission of carbon by forming 
new rules for industries. In recent few years, electricity equipments have embark with potential as different 
eco-friendly applications. Applications of electricity energy extended in numerous areas such cooling or 
heating, refrigeration, electricity generation, ventilation, air con etc. because of its eco-friendly options and 
distinct blessings. Electricity energy has potential to convert thermal energy into electricity and vice-versa. 
because of solid state (no fluid/rotating part) mechanism of electricity devices, it's form of tiny applications 
for cooling of central process units (CPU) and turn out electricity in cars from waste heat [1]. 
 
II. THERMOELECTRIC PRINCIPLE 

The transformation of temperature distinction into electrical phenomenon and vice-versa is named 
because the thermoelectrical impact. The principle of electricity was discovered in 1823 by German human, 
Thomas Seebeck, he found that electrical phenomenon ceaselessly flow if shut circuit of 2 dissimilar 
conductors shaped and their joints unbroken at hot and cold junctions. The Peltier impact was discovered by 
French shaper, Jean Charles Athanase Peltier, Peltier use current as Associate in Nursing interface among 
dissimilar conductor metals in circuit results, absorption of warmth at one joint and unharness of warmth at 
another joint; precisely reverse development of Seebeck impact. once current (I) be due n to p kind and 
electrons (e -) pass from p to n kind semiconductor materials; electrons jump from low energy state (p type) 
to higher energy state (n type) absorbs heat from the encircling and vice-versa [2]. 
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Fig. 1: Peltier Effect [2] 

 
III. CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THERMOELECTRIC MODULE 

Thermoelectric module (TEM) is made by 2 distinctive semiconductor materials most typically 
metallic element chemical compound (Bi2Te3) (one n-type and one p-type) used; as a result of, they need to 
have dissimilar lepton densities. These 2 p-type and n-type (Bismuth Telluride) semiconductor dices square 
measure coupled, electrically asynchronous and thermally in parallel and sandwiched between the ceramics 
plates (electrical insulator). The p-type and semiconductor unit dices square measure connected by copper 
tabs for flow of electricity. once input is given at free ends of 2 semiconductors, temperature distinction 
generates across the junctions of semiconductors because of current flow. One facet of junctions is 
understood as cold facet (heat absorbed) and alternative facet of junctions is termed hot facet (heat 
rejected) [3]-[4]. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Construction and Working Principle of Thermoelectric Module [3] 

 
IV. APPLICATIONS OF THERMOELECTRIC ENERGY 

The electricity principles is wont to turn out cooling or heating and power generation. exploitation 
the Seebeck principle; power is generated by maintaining the 2 junctions of dissimilar conductors at hot 
purpose and cold purpose. Reverse of Seebeck impact is thought as Peltier impact and Peltier impact 
produces heating or cooling. exploitation the Peltier module as heat pump/cooler the COP/efficiency of 
existing systems is increase upto some extend. Figure three shows the cooling/heating and power 
generation development of Peltier and Seebeck impact severally. 
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Fig. 3: Cooling & Heating and Power Generation [5] 

 
TE has potential to convert temperature distinction (thermal energy) directly into wattage with none 

moving parts/mechanism. exploitation the waste heat is regenerate into helpful electrical power; that's 
utilized in cars to boost fuel potency, power plants for waste heat recovery etc. Also, it's capability to 
convert power into cooling or heating purpose; that's exploitation for automobile cooling, CPU’s cooling, 
medical freezers etc. varied applications of TE energy has mentioned below 
 
A. Thermoelectric Generators 

Thermoelectric generator (TEG) is additionally called Seebeck generator, that converts heat 
(temperature difference) into wattage directly withought having any rotating part/mechanism. Jangonda et 
al. [3] according the applications of lamb for power station for waste heat recovery, cars lamb to extend fuel 
potency etc. Zheng et al. [5] have according several applications of lamb for automotives, aerospace, 
industrial, domestic and skinny film. This TEG’s generates current from waste heat from automotives, 
aerospace, industrial etc. Singh et al. [6] have reviewed concerning potency of lamb, star TEG’s fabrication 
and performance, style and performance of a star heat pipe lamb, internal heat losses, effects of pure 
mathematics, electrical power generation from star lake mistreatment combination of thermo-siphon and 
electricity modules etc. and concluded; that the TE is healthier for electricity generation than the star 
technology however low potency of lamb is disadvantage 
. 
B. Thermoelectric Refrigerator 

Using Peltier module a selected area is cooled/maintained at sure temperature. Nikam and Hole [7] 
reviewed the employment of Peltier result and mentioned integrated use and direct use of Peltier result for 
refrigeration purpose. Integrated use of Peltier effects with vapour compression cooling (VCRS) is developed 
and located that the COP accumulated as compare to the straightforward VCRS [2]. Direct use Peltier result 
is completed for refrigeration by Astrain et al. [8] and Alaoui [9]. Venugopal et al. [10] projected a cost-
effective TE white goods in their analysis and according that TE cooling is effective technique for the areas 
compact in size. Dai et.al [11] projected practicableness of moveable star TE cooling for out of doors use. 
Some researchers according that the COP of 2 stage/multi stage TE modules is over the only stage TE white 
goods [12]-[13]. Use of TE refrigerator/freezer for medical purpose like preservation and transportation of 
vaccination, humour, biological product etc. and for several surgeries had been according by researchers [3], 
[5], [14]. 
 
C. Electronic Devices Cooler 

Many high power physical science devices like microprocessors, power amplifiers etc. and 
computers employed in server incessantly run and supply service to customers; throughout the run, great 
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deal of warmth created among in system and it should need to dissipate from the system to avoid hardware 
failure and malfunction. Thus, cooling is needed to reinforce performance and lifetime of electronic devices 
[5]. Cooling of those electronic devices is troublesome exploitation the standard cooling systems; as a result 
of, they're not compact and don't have any area for his or her installation. TE coolers have several blessings 
over ancient cooling system like compact in size, vibration free as a result of no moving half, maintenance 
less, run exploitation DC offer etc. Liu et al. [15] given a mini electricity cooler (TEC) including a small thermo-
siphon cooling system for cooling of processor. Zhou and Ju [16] given a generalized theoretical model for 
improvement of detective style and maximized COP & capability of cooling. Sun et al. [17] designed and 
developed a detective system integrated with gravity assistant heat pipe (GAHP) for electronic devices to 
enhance chilling kind hot aspect of TE module and resulted that improvement in cooling capability by 
seventy three.54% and reduction in electricity consumption by forty two.20% to supply same quantity of 
cooling of device [17]. 
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